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This domain is registered for one of our customers.

If this is your domain name, please visit this page to see how to register it as DNS zone into your account.

Note: If you already have registered the DNS zone for your domain name, please wait for DNS propagation. Your web site will be displayed soon. It may take few minutes.

* Do you know what Private DNS server is?



Suggested article: Private DNS servers

A Private DNS server is a fully white-label DNS server that is linked to the network and web interface of your DNS hosting provider. In addition, the server is also managed and supported by the provider's system administrators. You have the ability to manage your collection of domain names simply with a web interface.

When you get a Private DNS server, it usually includes the following:

	Premium features: Once you start using it, you get all of the available Premium features, like Secondary DNS, Dynamic DNS, and more.
	Unlimited DNS zones: You are allowed to create and host as many DNS zones as your server can handle.
	Unlimited DNS records: You can create and host as many DNS records as your server can handle.
	Only locations you need: There is no requirement to maintain more servers than you actually need. You can get Private DNS servers just in locations close to your customers.


There are so numerous advantages when you start implementing a Private DNS server. It is definitely worth it!

If you want to learn more about this topic, we suggest the following page about Private DNS server!
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